2000 Lives Set in Motion
2000 Lives Set in Motion is a celebration of the fantastic milestone of 2000 powerchairs produced and delivered by
Dan Everard and his team. These chairs transformed the face of mobility and independence
for disabled people, particularly for children.

Follow the campaign at
WWW.2000LIVES.ORG

Buy a balloon for £100 and your name (or the
name of the person you are honouring or sponsoring)
will be listed as a donor in the
“2000 Lives Set in Motion” Book
OR SPONSOR:

BRONZE: £1,000 for 10 balloons and receive:
A bronze listing in the book and a signed copy of the book.
Aknowledged as a sponsor in our media campaign.
An invitation to the balloon event as a sponsor guest
SILVER: £2,000 for 20 balloons and receive:

We will organise a big celebration event in which 2000 balloons
will be displayed, each representing one of the 2000 people all
over the world who have benefitted directly from Dan Everard
powerchairs. A book will also be published showcasing some
of the many lives changed by our work.
We want everyone to be involved, so the minimun
donation for each balloon is just £100. Your support
will contribute to the Dragonmobility project and will
impact the next 2000 lives

To claim your balloon or arrange your sponsorship
please call +44(0) 1223 464460
or email 2000.lives@dragonmobility.com
Can’t find a package that suits you?
Give us a call on +44(0) 1223 464460
and we will find a bespoke solution
tailored for you

Signed print of Dan’s original technical drawing from
1981, a silver listing in the book & a signed copy of the
book.
Tickets to the balloon event after-party.
Being given ample visibility in our media campaign as
a contributor to our cause.
GOLD: £5,000 for 50 balloons and receive:
Signed and framed print, gold listing in the book and
tickets to the balloon event after-party.
5 signed copies of the book and an invitation to the
London book launch.
Three press releases during the campaign, profiling
your association with our campaign.
Being matched with an individual user of one of the
powerchairs for your own unique PR.
PLATINUM: £10,000 for 100 balloons and receive:
Signed and framed print, platinum listing in the book
and your logo on the front cover, and tickets to the
balloon event after-party.
10 signed copies of the book and an invitation to the
London book launch as a special guest.
Being given ample visibility in our media campaign as
a platinum contributor to our cause and be matched with an
individual for yourown PR.
A personal tour of Dragonmobility, to meet the team
and see first-hand how the technology is formed for
each person.
Bespoke video about your involvement in our campaign.

